Why Am I Still Depressed Recognizing And Managing The Ups And Downs Of Bipolar II And Soft Bipolar Disorder

An increasingly popular, yet widely misunderstood and underdiagnosed, form of depression is called ‘soft’ bipolar disorder. This condition occurs in the absence of hypomanic or manic episodes, yet is characterized by recurring bouts of depression along with anxiety, irritability, mood swings, sleep problems, and intrusive thoughts.

The magnetic fields produce electrical currents that stimulate brain cells in the region that is underactive, a common treatment for depression and bipolar disorder. However, the effect of balancing out brain chemistry, resulting in improved sleep, concentration and decision-making, and mood.

What To Do When You're Depressed But Nothing Is Wrong ...

If you are feeling depressed but nothing is wrong in your life then you too could be clinically depressed. This means that you have a chemical imbalance that causes depressive symptoms without...

I take antidepressants. Why am I still so depressed? - Quora

Bipolar 2: Mood Swings but Not Manic - PsychEducation.org

Why Am I Still Depressed? Recognizing and Managing the Ups ...

If your depression keeps coming back or is even getting worse, then you may be suffering from bipolar II or soft bipolar disorder. Commonly misdiagnosed, these mood disorders are characterized by recurring bouts of depression along with anxiety, irritability, mood swings, social problems, and seasonal affective disorder or SAD.

Depression Test - Do You Have Depression?

Depression is classified in a number of ways. The types of depression that this test looks for are: major depression, bipolar disorder, cyclothymia (or milder form of bipolar), dysthymia (or chronic depressions), postpartum depression, and seasonal affective disorder or SAD.

On Antidepressants But Still Depressed | Anew Era TMS

However, there are some lesser-known factors that are contributing to the sadness, including: mood regulation in the brain is faulty, chemical imbalance, family history of depression, genetics/mood swings or traumatic life events.

10 Signs Your Antidepressant Isn’t Working | Everyday Health

Your depression symptoms have improved, but you’re still not yourself. If you experience some relief on an antidepressant, but it’s not the relief you hoped for, it may be time to try something...

Yes, You Can Be Depressed When Life Is “Good.” Here’s Why ...

You can be depressed in the middle of a wonderful life when you’ve been running too hard for too long. When you do too much for too long, you’ll exhaust your body’s chemical capacity to cope, and you’ll end up depressed. Listen to Timothy Bateman, pastor of Denton Bible Church.

Why Am I Still Depressed? - Kama Jensen I Conscious Living ...

If your depression keeps coming back or is even getting worse, then you may be suffering from bipolar II or ‘soft’ bipolar disorder. Commonly misdiagnosed, these mood disorders are characterized by recurring bouts of depression along with anxiety, irritability, mood swings, social problems, or intrusive thoughts.

8 Things People with High-Functioning Depression Want You ...

While depression doesn’t seem to impact their performance as much as some people, they still need support. Here’s what people with high-functioning depression want you to know:
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